Résumé. - 
Introduction and summary. - Since the proposal of Parisi [1] in 1973 , it has been possible to determine from the three-dimensional euclidean cp4 field theory (~p3), the critical exponents [2] [3] [4] and some universal quantities associated to leading and subleading critical amplitudes [5, 6] . The methods used rely upon the calculation of the renormalization functions at a given order [7] in powers of the renormalized coupling constant u associated to the ~p4 term of the LandauGinsburg-Wilson (L. G. W.) Hamiltonian. The quantities of interest for the critical behaviour are derived from these functions calculated at the fixed point u*.
The use of the renormalized ~p4 field theory for the study of critical behaviour is based upon a long and complicated series of arguments [8] . Let [9] and provides us an opportunity of using the sophisticated methods of resummation already used in the determination of critical indices [4] . Unfortunately, dealing with double series causes some trouble, and the way we have incorporated this information does not improve the result obtained by another method previously considered [10] . We think that the knowledge of the large orders behaviour would be more efficiently incorporated by using, for example, partial differential approximants [11] .
In spite of the difficulties inherent in the resumma- Following the standard procedure of renormalization in field theory [8] , we define the renormalized quantities : §5~ (we take n = 1 for simplicity), m and u through the relations :
In equation (5) we have introduced a dimensionless bare coupling constant uo, the dimension of g being expressed by the sole dimensioned parameter A which exists.
The functions Zi(u), Z3(u) and 6Au) which appear in equations (3) (4) (5) have to be further detailed. In order to facilitate further numerical comparisons with other works [2] [3] [4] (ii) The renormalized vertex functions of the pure cp4 theory with subtraction conditions given by equations (7-9) are thus given by : F(')(I p 1; m, u) = lim p m, u, A) . (10) vi-~oo (m,u fixed)
As will be explained below, the bare vertex functions related to our model are given as double series in powers of the dimensionless parameters t and uo.
Let us define the dimensionless functions Fi(t, uo) (i = 1, 2, 3) as follows :
From these definitions and equations (6) (7) (8) (9) , it is easy to deduce that :
Since we want to compare values of the coupling constant u of the renormalized cp4 theory with values of uo, we take the limit ~1-~ oo at m and u fixed.
Equation (14) gives t, in this limit, as a function of uo. Thus equation (15) combined with equation (14) lead to the relation between u and uo. This relation will be used to compare the value u* of the cp4 theory, estimated by Le Guillou and Zinn-Justin [4] to our estimate of uó.
2. Calculation of the perturbative series. - We shall take, for simplicity, n = 1.
The Feynman propagator associated to equation (1), is, in p-space :
The numerical calculation of perturbative series with equation (16) When ~'p(a) is known it is easy to determine the contributions which come from the expansion equa- [13] roughly in agreement with those presented below.
2. Resummation of power series for critical exponents.
-The method used to resum series of the type of equation (34) to obtain estimates of the critical exponents is based on the work of Fogli, Pellicoro and Villani [14] . In a previous paper [10] we gave the results for the case n = 1 obtained by this method.
Let us recall the basis of it.
If a function F(g) is known to be lim F(g, c), and F(g, 8) given by a Stieljes series : £-0 in which 8 is a parameter such that then the [N, N -1 ] (g, s) Pade approximant has F(g, 8) as a limit when N goes to infinity :
Fogli et al. [12] have proved that :
where EN(g) is the maximum (at fixed N and g) of [N, N -1] (g, E) (see Fig. 1) .
Similarly, the diagonal Pade approximants [ This technique is particularly well adapted to our case since we know that t~(g) and y(g) have no Taylor expansion around g = 0 [15] . This means that the coefficients TK(L,,,.,, j) of the expansion equation (34) go to infinity as Lmax grows for j and K fixed. This 1/L,~ is equivalent to e.
Considering the number of terms that we have calculated for the perturbation series in g, we can use the following approximants : [1, 1] , [2, 1] , [2, 2] and [3, 2] for the series equation (34). We thus expect that they are organized as shown in figure 1 with the replacement : 8 -~ 11 Lmax; F(g) ~ Y(g); F(g, s)
~ y~j(~).
Hence the parameter Lmax will be fixed by taking the value which corresponds to the maximum (or the inflexion point) of the appropriate Pade approximant.
We shall discuss the results and the choice of the parameter j in the next section.
First we shall consider the determination of the fixed point g*. 3 . The fixed point value. -In reference [10] [10] . The striking point is that the situation is identical for the other values of n. We have chosen for y, the lower value of the inflexion region. If g grows the curve has a maximum followed by a minimum more and more distinctive. We report, in figure 4 , the variation of the last order as g is varied. This figure is identical to figure 3 of reference [10] but its scale is larger. Considering the small number of orders in powers of g that we deal with, we cannot say that g = 0.37 is out of the critical region for our model. In reference [10] 
